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Simoron
Psychological hunt in the human jungle

Spiritual self help. Kiev 2018. 139 pages

The nowadays legendary Simoron psychotraining was developed by psychologists 
Petra and Pyotr Burlan in the late 1980s. Its special feature is the orientation not so 
much towards theory, but towards practical mastery and application in life. Behind 
Simoron are neither special techniques nor spells or conspiracies. Tried and tested in 
over twenty years of experience, the Simoron exercises make it possible in a very sim-
ple way to free oneself from faulty ideas that one has acquired in the course of social 
development, to expand one‘s consciousness infinitely and to clear the way for the 
implementation of one‘s own wishes and thoughts.

If everyday life seems grey to us and the morning always looks negative, this means 
that we have dark glasses in front of our eyes. Should we wear pink glasses instead? 
No, because it would be much better to remove all blinkers before our eyes and see 
the world as it is: generous, life-spending! If it were not, we would not have been 
born. The authors Petra and Pyotr Burlan assume that each of us has inexhaustible 
natural abilities, and point the way to the exploitation of this potential.

Simoron - is a playful psycho-training that helps a person born into socium to find 
himself in his „cosmic“ self. Simoron is a funny „striptease“ that tears down the curta-
ins that obscure the view of reality.

This fourth book by the authors «Simoron - a psychological hunt in the human jungle» 
is a kind of synthesis of the previous three books in which three versions of the system 
were presented („Simoron at first hand or Burlan-do“, „Pâté from airships and flutes“, 
„We allow takeoff“). It is shorter in scope than the previous ones, the language is 
easier and more accessible and especially suitable as an introduction to the Simoron 
method.
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Petra & Pyotr Burlan

Petra Burlan was born 1961. After her degree in sound engineering at Kiev Polytechnic Institute she decided to study psychology at the 
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of Ukraine and the Interregional Academy of Personnel Management. She has a Ph.D. in Psychology.
Petra Burlan is co-author of psycho-training system „Simoron“, head of the school „Simoron“ and co-author of all books on the Simoron 
system.

Pyotr Burlan was born 1936. He studied philology at the Kiev State. university and also has a degree as theatre director from the Kiev 
Institute of Theatrical Art. He worked for theatres, cinema, television as well as circus in the Ukraine. He is author of theatre plays, screen-
plays and television programs. Pyotr Burlan is also co-author of psycho-training system „Simoron“, head of the school „Simoron“ and 
co-author of all books on the Simoron system.


